
Panda Pop - Bubble Shooter

**About Panda Pop**

Panda Pop is a bubble shooter in which players have to burst colorful bubbles to save little baby

pandas. They were kidnapped by a bad baboon and are now trapped in the bubbles.

In Panda Pop you play a panda bear whose mission is to save his babies from a bad baboon. This

baboon has kidnapped the cute babies and keeps them caught in colorful bubbles ever since. To

free your babies, you just have to burst the colorful bubbles. For this you have to shoot colored

balls on the bubbles. If the ball is the same color as the bubbles, they burst. Your goal is to burst

all the bubbles to free your babies and get a good score. There are more than 2000 levels available

in which numerous power-ups and boosters await you. Experience an exciting and lovingly

designed story and colorful bubble action.

**Panda Pop - Features:** 

- Burst bubbles: Like in other bubble shooters, Panda Pop is all about bursting colorful bubbles. For

this, you shoot a colored ball at the bubbles that are above you. If the ball is the same color as the

bubbles, they will burst. Your goal is to burst all bubbles and free the baby pandas. These are

trapped in the colorful bubbles. The more bubbles that burst per shot, the more points you get.

Free all babies, bring them back to their mother, and get a high score.

- Over 2000 Levels: In Panda Pop you have a total of over 2000 levels available, which are

characterized by many different obstacles and provide a lot of variety. In the levels, you can also

use strong power-ups or boosters to get even higher scores. In addition, you have the possibility to

use special powers that make it easier for you to burst all bubbles. To activate special forces, you

simply have to shoot a certain color and gain energy.

- Connect with Facebook: If you connect Panda Pop with Facebook, you have the possibility to play

the game with your friends as well.

- Collect rewards: If you've achieved particularly good results, completed many levels, or play

regularly, you'll get great rewards. You can also earn additional rewards in special events. The

rewards can help you throughout the game.

Conclusion: Panda Pop is a colorful and cute designed Bubble Shooter, which convinces above all

by its lovingly designed story and more than 2000 levels. As new challenges and obstacles await

you throughout the game, the game remains exciting and challenging even after many levels.


